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Abstract. Language learning applications define exercises that are pedagogical
tools to introduce new language concepts. The development of this type of applications is complex due to the diversity of language learning methodologies, the
variety of execution environments and the number of different technologies that can
be used. This article proposes a conceptual model to develop the activities of language learning applications. It defines a new abstraction mechanism to model these
activities as part of a model-driven approach to develop applications supporting
different language learning processes running on different hardware and software
platforms. We define a metamodel that describes the entities and relationships
representing language learning activities as well as a series of examples that use
the proposed abstraction mechanism to represent different language learning activities. The modelling process is simplified using a common representation that does
not affect neither the visual presentation, nor the interaction of each activity. The
article includes an evaluation that analyses the product correctness, robustness, extensibility, and reusability of the obtained code. These results conclude that the
code generated using the proposed approach overcomes the code generated following
a traditional approach.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Language learning applications development is complex due to the diversity of learning language methodologies, the variety of execution environments (Web, mobile and
desktop) and the number of different technologies that can be used [9].
Besides, the development of learning exercises to implement a language learning
application is a repetitive and tedious process. The process involves repeating the
same resource management tasks many times having duplicated code, which is difficult to maintain. Moreover, the problem of duplicated code and task repetition is
multiplied by the number of different target platforms, making the overall process
more complex and prone to errors. This approach, also known as the traditional
approach, can be improved using a Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) to capture
common features in Computation Independent Models (CIMs).
To capture this common features, we performed an analysis of the Lexiway1
language learning methodology and we experienced the following problems. Initially,
the client requested the development of a mobile application for the iOS platform.
Later on, they requested a Web version of the same application. Therefore, the
development team adapted software resources to produce a new source project for
the new version of the application.
This new development scenario consisted of two independent branches for the
same project which leads to divergent resources and a source code. The resulting
environment was difficult to maintain, impacting negatively on subsequent projects.
For instance, the development of an Android version of the application was abandoned due to the high development costs.
The aim of a learning activity is teaching a concept by means of an interactive
experience. Learning activities employ different interaction mechanisms such as fillin the gaps (see the right side of Figure 4), joining the lines, Drag & Drop images
(see the right side of Figure 5), and so on.
The traditional software development approach usually forces us to manually
generate the different learning activities or exercises, with their corresponding media
resources (audio, images or video). For example, the JUNIOR 1 level of the Lexiway
learning methodology consists of 6 different blocks composed of 4 units each. In
addition, each unit consists of 2 lessons containing 12 words. Managing all these
learning activities manually involves a high level of resource duplication which leads
to software validation difficult to manage.
1

https://www.facebook.com/LexiwayLearning
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Thus, following the traditional approach to develop multimedia interactive learning applications, the idea is to develop several prototypical games. For each activity
type, a configuration file or a database register is manually defined. This configuration file defines the data and resources required by the logic layer of the activity to
be executed.
Finally, another conventional aspect in the development process of interactive learning applications is that the navigation among activities and the progression of the level of difficulty is controlled by complex conditional structures
that are difficult to manage and maintain which usually became a source of problems.
From the experience achieved during several years of developing language learning applications, we have learnt that the use of software artefacts (i.e. components,
frameworks) and performing repetitive tasks reduces considerably the development
time and costs. There are two conceptual tools that software engineering has traditionally employed to accomplish these challenges: increasing the level of abstraction
and reuse.
The development of learning activities requires the specification of a great variety
of aspects. Among the most relevant of them, we mention:
• the concept structure to be learnt,
• the media resources employed to represent these concepts,
• the mechanisms to manage, link and present these concepts,
• the activity workflow that should be followed to learn these concepts.
From the development perspective, all learning activities are different; however,
they could share common aspects. For instance, different activities could employ
the same interaction mechanisms (e.g. fill-in the gaps or joining concepts) to teach
completely different concepts (e.g. fruits, vegetables, transportation, etc.).
This article proposes a conceptual model to develop activities in language learning applications. In particular, the article presents a new abstraction mechanism
that allows designers to use (and reuse) the same model to represent many different learning activities, which have been taken from the learning methodologies
under study. It defines the “fill-in the gaps” activity as universal abstraction to
represent different kinds of activities. This abstraction is the basis of a modeldriven approach to develop activities for different language learning methodologies.
This article also shows a series of examples where the “fill-in the gaps” abstraction is used to represent different kinds of activities for different learning language
methodologies. Thus, the modelling process is simplified, since every activity is
modelled using a common representation which favours the reuse of models. It is
worth to note that this abstraction does not affect neither the visual presentation,
nor the interaction of each activity.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the research context
together with the related work. Section 3 briefly describes the metamodel where
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the “fill-in the gaps” abstraction is defined. Section 4 analyses a set of additional
modelling capabilities derived from this proposal. Section 5 describes the users’
evaluation carried out to evaluate the quality in use of our proposal as well as the
product quality. Finally, we present conclusions and future works.

2 RESEARCH CONTEXT
This section contains the research context regarding the development of language
learning applications which includes two main elements: the essential concepts and
features extracted from different learning methodologies to abstract the language
learning process, and the most relevant related work in the field of the modeldriven development which was employed to tackle the problems described in Section 1.
Learning a foreign language is a process involving different methods, techniques
and tools, each one appearing to be more effective than the others. In this paper,
we focus on methodologies that offer some type of technological support (Web site,
mobile applications or similar).
We have analysed the following methodologies: Lexiway2 , Duolingo3 , Babbel4
and Busuu5 .
Although these methodologies take different approaches, it is possible to identify
some common elements.
The Model-driven Architecture (MDAs)6 approach proposed by the Object Management Group (OMG) in 2011 presents a set of tools to abstract these common
elements to improve the software development. This solution gives a leading role to
models in the software development during all phases (i.e. inception, design, building, development, and maintenance).
The main reason behind this approach is the constant evolution of the software technologies. Following a traditional development approach, the functionality
code and the implementation technology code are interweaved. Consequently, when
the technology is enhanced, the functionality is rewritten using the new technology.
Under these scenarios, MDAs introduce abstraction levels to promote the software reuse by emphasizing the design-time interoperability [20]. This kind of interoperability is possible due to the specification of Platform Independent Models
(PIMs) that enable developers to separate the specification of the application functionality from the technology that implements it.
2
3
4
5
6

https://www.facebook.com/LexiwayLearning
https://www.duolingo.com/
https://www.babbel.com/
https://www.busuu.com/
http://www.omg.org/mda/
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Thus, it is possible to reuse the specification of the application functionality for
different implementation technologies. Moreover, this functionality can be executed
on different hardware and software platforms only with minor changes.
The source code of applications is automatically derived from models using
model transformations [16].
In summary, the use of the MDA technology enables the generation of multiplatform applications from PIMs. This fact leads to several advantages; for example,
let us assume we want to develop a learning activity using the fill-in the gaps interaction mechanism for different platforms (e.g. iOS, Web and Android). Following
a traditional approach, we should develop 3 different and independent source code
projects. Following an MDA approach, we specify only one PIM to generate the
source code for the 3 platforms.
The core of the MDA infrastructure is defined in terms of the following OMG
standards: the Unified Modeling Language (UML)7 , the Meta Object Facility
(MOF)8 , XML Metadata Interchange (XMI)9 and the Common Warehouse Metamodel (CWM)10 which were successfully used in the modelling and development of
modern systems.
From the Human-Computer Interaction perspective, we can find different approaches that make use of models to generate user interfaces.
Hence, since our work focuses on the development of interactive systems, the
Model-based User Interface Development (MbUID) provides useful elements to analyse based on the CAMELEON Reference Framework (CRF) [5].
In recent years, other approaches such as [11] have also encouraged the use of
models to develop multi-modal user interfaces.
The use of Model-driven Development (MDD) for learning applications was applied in different works, such as those exposed in [8, 2, 18]. However, none of them
formalizes the definition of language learning activities using OMG compliant metamodels. Nevertheless, there are several works that use MDD techniques based on
MDAs to develop Web applications [17, 3].
An interesting approach that defines a MDA to develop music learning applications is exposed in [26]. In particular, in this approach a MDA-based System
Development Lifecycle is defined, three Learn-Models are built, and the important developing phases are described. The idea of using submodels in a complex
metamodel has been applied in our work. And a methodology to model e-learning
applications can be found in [10]; however, this methodology does not focus on developing language learning applications. Unlike this approach, our approach presents

7
8
9
10

http://www.omg.org/spec/UML/2.5/PDF
http://www.omg.org/spec/MOF/2.5.1/PDF
http://www.omg.org/spec/XMI/2.5.1/PDF
http://www.omg.org/spec/CWM/1.1
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a set of models at different abstraction levels providing different points of view of
the application depending on the level of abstraction.
A work where the experience of different research groups working in formal and
informal learning language design using mobile devices is presented in [1]. Among
the most relevant works regarding the development of e-learning applications we can
find those presented in [13, 19, 21, 24, 9].
With regard to the use of models to build Web sites, some methodologies (e.g. [7])
and models (e.g. RMM [14], WebML [6] have a direct impact on this research because
they focus on modelling applications at the software level. However, our interest is
focused on higher level of abstraction where the learning activity is the centre of our
modelling interest.
WebML enables to define the high-level description of Web sites considering
several orthogonal dimensions. For instance, the Web site contents (i.e. structural
model), the Web pages that compose the Web site (i.e. composition model), the
link topology among Web pages (i.e. presentation model), and the personalization characteristics enabling the one-on-one content delivery (i.e. personalization
model).
The standard Interaction Flow Modeling Language (IFML)11 is designed for
expressing the content, user interaction and control behaviour of the front-end of
software applications in general. In [4], authors describe how to apply model-driven
techniques to the problem of designing the front end of software applications (i.e.
the user interaction).
Our approach proposes a domain specific language based on the definition of
a set of models of a higher level of abstraction presented in [23]. These models represent the interaction techniques used in language learning activities to maximize
code reuse and minimize maintenance costs. This article presents the abstraction
mechanism that allows designers to use (and reuse) the same model to represent
many different learning activities, which have been taken from the learning methodologies under study.
3 METAMODEL TO DEVELOP LANGUAGE
LEARNING APPLICATIONS
The goal of this article is to create the definition of a common representation to
model language learning applications. To accomplish this goal, this section describes
a metamodel that supports the representation of this type of applications. This
metamodel is based on the metamodel presented in [22]. The description presents
the modelling concepts to define applications as well as a set of examples showing
how these concepts are assembled. The formalization of the concepts and the relationships among them were defined in ECORE12 (Essential MOF dialect13 enriched
11
12
13

http://www.omg.org/spec/IFML/1.0/
https://wiki.eclipse.org/Ecore
http://www.omg.org/spec/MOF/2.5.1/PDF
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with expressions in OCL14 . As a result of the analysis of different methodologies, we
have found a set of common elements.
The first element in common is the definition language concepts (e.g. words,
sentences, etc.) that are hierarchically organized in lessons, units, etc.
The second element is the definition of different representations for these concepts. These representations are media resources (e.g. images, audio recordings,
videos, text, etc.) that can be associated to methodology concepts. For instance,
the “house” concept can be associated to an image of a house, a video of a house
or an audio recording that contains the voice of a person pronouncing the word
“house”.
The third element is the definition of activities enabling users to interact with
the application. There are several types of activities; for instance, multiple choice,
filling the gaps and sentence composition activities.
The fourth element to take into account is the order in which the activities
should be performed by the user. For instance, some methodologies only enable
students to start a lesson if they have passed the previous one. The order in which
activities are carried out is known as the methodology workflow. In summary, the
common elements of language learning applications are:
1. the language concepts and concept hierarchy,
2. the media resources,
3. the learning activities,
4. the activity workflow.
To model these common elements, we leverage the level of abstraction and
reuse following the MDA principle of interoperability at design time. Therefore,
we define four concerns regarding the modelling of language learning methodologies.
Thus a learning methodology (represented by an instance of the Methodology metaclass that is part of the Methodology package) is composed by 4 models.
The language concept model, representing the language concepts, is modeled
by an instance of the ContentContainer metaclass that is part of the Content
package. The media resource model representing the resources used in the presentation (or view) of learning activitites, is modeled by an instance of the MediaModel metaclass that is part of the Media package. The model that defines
the set of learning activities is represented by an instance of the ViewModel that
is part of the Presentation package. And the activity workflow model is represented by an instance of the Workflow metaclass that is part of the Workflow package.
Figure 1 shows the proposed metamodel exposing the packages of metaclasses
that represent the language learning methodology common elements. The pack14

http://www.omg.org/spec/OCL/2.4
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age structure for this metamodel is based on the Methodology package which uses
the Commons package containing the Entity and Property metaclasses that are
used as super-metaclasses for all metaclasses in the metamodel. The Methodology
package is the core package of the model architecture, and contains the Methodology metaclass, and a set of packages that contains the metaclasses to represent all models (Workflow, Content, Media, Activity and Presentation). The sixth
package, aka the Commons package, provides metamodel entities with extension
features. Next paragraphs explain the most relevant metaclasses of each package.
The language concepts and the concept hierarchy are represented by instances
of the metaclasses defined in the Content package. Figure 1 presents the Concept
and ContentContainer metaclasses of Content package. While Concept metaclass
instances represent simple concepts, such as nouns (e.g. orange, apple, peaches) and
verbs (i.e. stare, watch, glance); ContentContainer metaclass instances represent
sets of related concepts (e.g. fruits, ways of looking, etc.).
For example, in a given methodology, a level can be composed of units and,
a unit can be composed of lessons.
The Media package contains the metaclasses to represent the resources used
in the presentation (or view) of learning activities. It enables developers to define
4 types of media resources: audio, text, video and image. These types of media are
represented by Audio, Text, Video and Image metaclass instances. Combinations
of this type of media can be combined to represent complex media resources such
as text and speech. Again, the Composite design pattern [12] is applied to create
a tree-based structure of media resources. The MediaContent metaclass plays the
role of Component, the ComposedContent plays the role of Composite and the Audio,
Video, Image and Text meclasses play the role of Leaves. The media relationship
between the Concept metaclass and the MediaContent metaclass associates language
concepts to media resources to provide these concepts with a concrete representation
to activity presentations.
The definition of the activities of a learning methodology is organized into the
Activity and the Presentation packages. On the one hand, the Activity package enables developers to parametrize the functionality of the activities conducted during
the learning process. Every Activity metaclass instance provides users with information to perform learning activities. While Ground metaclass instances define
activity statements represented by MediaContent metaclass instances; Gap metaclass instances define the information to be introduced by students. Gap metaclass
instances are enriched with Option metaclass instances to define the potential information (including the correct answer to the activity) to be introduced by students.
Option metaclass instances are related to language concepts that are linked to instances of the MediaContent metaclass which provide the presentation of the concept
in the activity.
On the other hand, the Presentation package defines the ViewModel and the
Slide metaclasses to represent the user interface and interaction mechanism of the
activities offered to the students during the learning process. This package defines
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the concept of slide. It is defined by Slide metaclass instances that associate activities represented by Activity metaclass instances defined from the Activity package
to specific interaction mechanisms. Consequently, students can interact with the
same activity information using different interaction mechanisms (modalities), and
vice-versa.
For instance, users can identify fruits matching images using the drag and drop
or joining with lines interaction mechanisms. While an Activity metaclass instance
contains the text for the statement of the activity; the options to be presented to
the user and the option that solves the statement are represented by instances of
the Option metaclass. And a MultipleChoicePhotoText metaclass instance defines
the interaction mechanism.
The activity workflow defines the order in which learning activities should be
performed by students, which is a crucial issue in the definition of learning methodologies. The Workflow package is responsible for representing this aspect of learning
methodologies. This package defines the Workflow metaclass, whose instances define graphs. The nodes of the graph are defined by instances of the State metaclass,
which are associated to instances of the Slide that represent them. The edges of
the graph represent transitions (i.e. Transition metaclass instances) between states
leading to transitions between learning activities.
Finally, the Methodology package defines the Methodology metaclass representing
all the elements that define learning methodologies.
All the metaclasses in this metamodel inherit from the Entity metaclass defined
in the Commons package which provides identification (i.e. Entity metaclass) and
extension (i.e. Property metaclass) features to the rest of the metaclasses. This
package is designed to take into account variable aspects of the activitites (aesthetical
customization, look and feel of the user interface, structural limitations defined by
a methodology, etc.).
Additionally, we have developed a language learning methodology model editor
to create, edit and verify models according to the proposed metamodel. It was
developed as an Eclipse plugin employing the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)15
to follow the MDA OMG standards. The metamodel was defined in OclInEcore16
which is a dialect of the OMG Essential Meta-Object Facility (EMOF) enriched
with OCL. This language is used to define the model invariants and queries that are
the foundations for model verification.
3.1 Analysis of Language Learning Activity Modelling
In [23] we illustrate the flexibility and adaptability of the proposed metamodel to
represent different language learning methodologies. Figure 2 shows the correspondence among the different elements of the model of a multiple-choice learning activity
Lexiway as well as Duolingo. Thus, Figure 2 illustrates the expressiveness power of
15
16

http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
https://wiki.eclipse.org/OCL/OCLinEcore
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Figure 2. Reusing of the multiple-choice learning activity model for Lexiway and Duolingo
methodologies

this modelling tool, since the same model represents two similar activities in two
different learning methodologies.
As we have mentioned, the user interfaces of learning activities are defined in
the presentation model which is an instance the ViewModel metaclass. Each type
of user interface is defined by a Slide sub-metaclass.
Learning activity user interfaces are customized with information provided by
the activity model represented by an instance of the Activity metaclass. Activity
metaclass instances define two types of ActivityComponent metaclass instances that
composes the definition of an activity model. Ground metaclass instances represent
fixed parts of the activity (e.g. parts of sentences, audio recordings, videos, etc.).
Gap metaclass instances represent the user inputs to introduce information in the
activity (e.g. an input field to type a word, an input area to type a sentence, a combo
box to select a word, a list to select an image, etc.). In any case, Gap metaclass
instances define a set of Option metaclass instances that represent the options that
are associated to list or combo box items as well as references to the set of options
that are considered correct answers to the activity. Gap and Option metaclass
instances are linked to Concept metaclass instances to provide Slide sub-metaclass
instances with multi-modal user interface representations.
This modelling approach enables developers to reuse different media models
in different activities as well as provide customized different learning activities with
different looks. For instance, you could provide customized media resources to adapt
the learning activities to colour-blind people.
Besides, this approach also enables developers to reuse the same activity model
in interaction mechanisms. For instance, the Match and MultipleChoicePhotoText
Slide metaclass instances reuse the same activity model to present the same activity
employing different interaction techniques.
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The learning methodology activity workflow model enables developers to reuse
learning activities in different learning paths. For instance, developers reuse the
learning activities defined for the workflow of the Standard version of Lexiway in
the workflow of the Junior version of Lexiway because the main difference between
these two versions lays on the number of concepts that are presented to students on
each lesson.
Finally, we expose different ways to extend the proposed metamodel. Firstly, the
Slide metaclass can be extend to introduce new interaction mechanisms to learning
activities. Secondly, metamodel entities represented by sub-metaclasses of the Entity
metaclass defined in the Commons package can be extended by adding Property
metaclass instances.
4 THE NEW ABSTRACTION TO MODEL LANGUAGE
LEARNING ACTIVITIES
This section explains how to use the “Fill-in the Gaps” activity model as a universal
abstraction to represent different language learning activities. Figure 3 depicts the
Activity package which contains the “Fill-in the Gaps” Activity metamodel used to
model language learning activities.

Figure 3. Activity metamodel
As we have mentioned, this model links media resources (i.e. MediaContent
metaclass instances) to Slide sub-metaclass instances using Concept metaclass instances as the glue between these two aspects.
4.1 Fill-in the Gaps Learning Activity
The fill-in the gaps learning activity is a straightforward application of the fill-in
the gaps abstraction. Figure 4 depicts the model and presentation of a fill-in the
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gaps activity in the Busuu methodology. While the right side of the figure shows
the actual user interface for the activity; the left side of the figure shows the model
that represents the activity.

Figure 4. Fill-in the gaps activity in Busuu

4.2 Word Ordering Learning Activity
The word ordering learning activity asks students to order a set of words to compose a meaningful sentence. Figure 5 shows the Busuu methodology version of this
activity. The presentation model of this activity is defined by an instance of the
ComposePhrase metaclass. The information to customize the activity is defined by
an instance of the Activity metaclass.
In this case, the activity defines 4 gaps (represented by instances of the Gap
metaclass) composed by 4 instances of 4 options (represented by instances of the
Option metaclass) for each gap. These options are linked to the same text strings
(represented by instances of the Text metaclass) to enable users to choose one
string (i.e. are, Where, from?, you) in any position of the sentence. The order
of the gaps defines the order of the words in the sentence. And each gap defines
only one option as the correct answer to set only one word ordering as correct.
Finally, the Ground metaclass instance defines the learning activity statement.
Ground metaclass instances can also be used as part of the sentence to include
fixed words that cannot be modified by the user (e.g. punctuation marks, words,
etc.).
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Figure 5. Word ordering learning activity in Busuu
4.3 Match-Up Learning Activity
This section describes how to model a match-up learning activity in the Busuu
methodology using the fill-in the gaps abstraction. Figure 6 depicts the learning
activity user interface which consists in locating and matching up the 3 elements on
the left with the corresponding 3 elements on the right.

Figure 6. Match-up learning activity in Busuu
In this case, the presentation of the activity is defined by an instance of the
Match metaclass. The activity information is modelled as a fill-in the gaps exercise
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including 3 gaps representing the 3 elements depicted on the right side of the figure
(i.e. ¿Cómo te llamas?, ¿De dónde eres?, ¿Cuántos años tienes? ). Each of gap
presents the same 3 options to be linked to the 3 elements on the left side (How
old are you?, Where are you from?, What’s your name? ) where only one of these
options is defined as the correct answer. As in the previous example, the options
(represented by instances of the Option metaclass) are linked to instances to the
Text metaclass.
4.4 Locution to Text, Multiple Choice and Translate Phrase
Learning Activities in Duolingo
Figures 7, 8 and 9 depict 3 learning activities that illustrate the similarities of the
activity models in different learning activities in the Duolingo methodology. All the
activity models of these learning activities define only one gap (instance of the Gap
metaclass) including several options (instances of the Option metaclass) where at
least one of them is set as the correct one.

Figure 7. Locution to text learning activity in Duolingo using one gap

Figure 8. Multiple choice learning activity in Duolingo using one gap
These models also define instances of the Ground metaclass to represent the
statement of the activity (e.g. Escucha y escribe, Marca todas las respuestas correctas, Traduce este texto). The Ground and Option metaclass instances are linked
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Figure 9. Translate phrase learning activity in Duolingo using one gap
to media resources represented by instances of the ComposedContent or Text metaclasses. The ComposedComponent metaclass instances enables developers to provide
different types of media resources (e.g. Text and Audio metaclass instances).
Finally, the locution to text, multiple choice and translate phrase learning activities are represented by instances of the LocutionToText, MultipleChoice and TranslatePhrase metaclasses, respectively.
4.5 Multiple Choice Learning Activity in Babbel, Busuu and Duolingo
The modelling process can be analogously applied to model the information or content of the same learning activity for different methodologies.
Figure 10, Figure 11 and Figure 12 depict 3 examples of multiple choice activities
in 3 different learning methodologies. (i.e. Babbel, Busuu and Duolingo). All these
examples represent the activity exposed in Section 3 and depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 10. Multiple choice learning activity in Babbel
All these 3 examples define one gap with 3 options. However, each exercise
defines different kinds of media resources to represent the activity statement and
options. For instance, while Figure 10 and Figure 12 depict Babbel and Doulingo
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Figure 11. Multiple choice learning activity in Busuu

Figure 12. Multiple choice learning activity in Duolingo

version of a multiple choice activity using 3 pictures to represent gap options; the
Busuu version of the activity depicted in Figure 11 uses a video to represent the
activity statement.
Therefore, the idea of employing the fill-in the gaps activity as an abstraction
for all kinds of learning activities simplifies the modelling process since all activities
are modelled in the same way which favours the reuse of models.
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5 EVALUATING THE PROPOSAL
The main goal of the evaluation section is to evaluate the quality of the code obtained after applying the MDA approach proposed in this article (product quality
evaluation). The quality of the code is evaluated by comparing the code obtained
using the MDA approach against the code generated by an expert (called traditional approach). The comparison is performed using a set of well-known quality
factors. Before performing the product quality evaluation, we have to prepare the
artefacts using both approaches. The next subsection describes the preparation
process.
5.1 Preparation Process
This section describes the process followed to generate the artefacts (learning activities) that will be compared in the next subsection.
There are two different mechanisms to obtain the learning activities: the proposed approach and the traditional approach.
5.1.1 Objectives of the Preparation Process
The objective of the preparation is to develop a set of learning activities considering
both the proposed and traditional approaches.
5.1.2 Participants of the Preparation Process
This evaluation is carried out by two participants of different profiles.
The first participant (male, age 23, university graduated) is expert in HTML,
CSS and JavaScript technologies and develops learning activities following a traditional approach (HTML expert).
The second participant (male, age 41, Ph.D. student) is an expert in the Eclipse
Modeling Framework (EMF) technology designed for model-driven development and
develops learning activities following the proposed approach (MDA expert).
5.1.3 Computing Environment
Each participant performed the preparation test in the ISE Research Group Interaction laboratory located in the Albacete Research Institute of Informatics (I3A)
building in Albacete, Spain. This location is equipped with computers and multimedia equipment (e.g. video cameras, microphones, and so on) that makes it suitable
for performing HCI (Human-Computer Interaction) interaction evaluations.
Both development processes were performed using the same computing equipment. The hardware consists of a MAC Book Pro 13” Retina laptop computer with
8 GB RAM and 256 GB SSD. This computer runs the High Sierra iOS, SublimeText
(ver. 3.0), and the Eclipse Modeling Tools NEON 3 IDE including ATL (ver. 3.6.6),
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ACCELEO (ver. 3.7.0) and the proposed approach reflexive model editor (ver. 1.0.0)
and transformation (ver. 1.0.0) plugins.
5.1.4 Tasks of the Preparation Process
Participants receive the same list of requirements proposing the development of four
Lexiway learning activities to review student language vocabulary. These activities
look like the learning activity depicted on the left side of Figure 2 that presents four
images and plays the audio file of a word when it starts. Learners should click on an
image corresponding to the word that was played. When an image is clicked, they
receive the result of the matching in terms of negative or positive reinforcement.
If the clicked image does not correspond to the audio played, the file is played
again and the user is asked to click on an image again until they choose the correct
image.
Each participant followed a different path to develop the learning activities.
The MDA Expert had to define a model for each activity, validate the model and
generate the code. The HTML Expert had to use his favourite HTML editor, locate
the resources, write the code, and test the solution.
However, it is possible to identify some general tasks, no matter the tools used
to get them. The development of each learning activity represents a task. Each task
is divided into the sub-tasks, which are defined in Table 1.
5.1.5 Review and Testing
Both participants knew that the learning activities they developed, would be analyzed by a group of experts. Therefore, they spent some time to check the product
obtained. This process was carried out in different ways by both participants, since
the tools used in each case were different. In the case of the HTML Expert, this process includes activities like refactoring, refining, testing, and so on. In the case of the
MDA Expert, this process consists on model review, validate the OCL restrictions,
operate the transformations and review the results.
5.2 Product Quality
This evaluation analyses the quality of language learning activity source codes generated with the proposed and traditional approaches, obtained in the previous section. To carry out this task, we propose an heuristic evaluation where a set of
5 experts evaluates 4 software attributes related to software quality characteristics.
5.2.1 Objective
This heuristic evaluation compares the source code quality of the language learning
application depicted on the left side of Figure 2 generated with the traditional and
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Description
Define the graphic design of the user interface for the learning activity presented
on the left side of Figure 2 using the set of images defined in a specific folder.
1. Slide option images (e.g. clock, spot, fox and box),
2. Common images (e.g. headphones, correct, wrong).

2

Define the audio modality of the user interface for the learning activity presented
on the left side of Figure 2 using audio files defined in a specific folder.
1. Possible slide statement locutions (e.g. clock, spot, fox and box),
2. Common sounds (e.g. correct and wrong answers).

3
4

5

6

Define the learning activity statement linking the click event on the headphones
image to one of the possible locutions for the activity.
Define the learning activity answer linking answer images to option images according to the selected statement locution for the activity (e.g. the correct answer
image for the learning activity depicted on the left side of Figure 2 is box and
the rest of options are linked to the wrong image).
Define the learning activity answer linking answer sounds to option images according to the selected statement locution for the activity (e.g. the correct answer
sound for the learning activity depicted on the left side of Figure 2 is box and
the rest of the options are linked to the wrong sound).
Define the learning activity behaviour when learners click on the wrong answer
(i.e. play the statement locution again).

Table 1. Common tasks performed by the participants
proposed development processes in terms of software correctness, robustness, extensibility and reusability; where software correctness refers to the Functional Correctness
sub-characteristic of the Functional Suitability characteristic defined in the Product
quality model of the ISO 25010:2011(E) standard [15], software robustness refers to
the Fault tolerance and Recoverability sub-characteristics of the Reliability characteristic defined in the Product quality model of the ISO 25010:2011(E) standard [15],
software extensibility refers to the Modularity and Modifiability sub-characteristics
of the Maintainability characteristic defined in the Product quality model of the ISO
25010:2011(E) standard [15], and software reusability refers to the Reusability subcharacteristic of the Maintainability defined in the Product characteristic quality
model of the ISO 25010:2011(E) standard [15].
5.2.2 Participants
This evaluation is performed with 5 experts, whose profiles are exposed in Table 2. Participant profiles include information such as gender, age, and experience
in HTML, JavasScript, Language Learning Applications and Software Quality.
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Participant Gender Age
1
2
3
4
5

M
F
M
M
F

38
35
39
45
48

Experience
HTML JavaScript L. L. Apps. Soft. Quality
5
5
3
5
5
4
5
4
5
5
3
4
4
5
5
4
5
5
4
5

Table 2. Participant profiles
5.2.3 Computing Environment
This evaluation was carried out in the ISE Research Group interaction laboratory
located in the Albacete Research Institute of Informatics (I3A) building in Albacete,
Spain. This location is equipped with computers and multimedia equipment (e.g.
video cameras, microphones, and so on) that makes it suitable for performing HCI
interaction evaluations.
The evaluation was performed on a Dell XPS 702x laptop computer running
Microsoft Windows 10. The Internet browser used to run both implementations is
Chrome version 64.
5.2.4 Metrics
The metrics to evaluate software correctness, robustness, extensibility and reusability
are scored from 1 to 5 according to experts’ criteria where 1 and 5 represents the
lowest and highest scores of the software product for a specific attribute, respectively.
5.2.5 Procedure
The evaluation procedure starts when participants receive the source codes of the
language learning activity (both traditional and proposed) presented on the left side
of Figure 2, and a form to score these source codes in terms of selected software
attributes as well as an extra section to justify the software product scoring. It
is worth to highlight that how source codes were generated is unknown to participants.
The W3C Validator 17 and the JSHint18 tools are available to participants to
help them to score the software product.
5.2.6 Results
The overall results of the comparison between the traditional approach and the
proposed approach are exposed in Table 3.
17
18

https://validator.w3.org/
http://jshint.com/about/
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Part. Approach Correctness Robustness Extensibility Reusability Average
Traditional
3
4
2
3
3
1
Proposed
5
5
5
5
5
Traditional
3
3
3
3
3
2
Proposed
5
5
5
5
5
Traditional
5
2
1
2
2.5
3
Proposed
5
5
4
4
4.5
Traditional
5
5
3
5
4.5
4
Proposed
4
5
5
5
4.75
Traditional
5
4
3
4
4
5
Proposed
5
4
4
5
4.5
Traditional
4.2
3.6
2.4
3.4
3.4
Average
Proposed
4.8
4.8
4.6
4.8
4.75
Std. Traditional
1.09
1.14
0.89
1.14
Dev. Proposed
0.44
0.45
0,55
0.45
Traditional
5
5
3
5
Max
Proposed
5
5
5
5
Traditional
3
2
1
2
Min
Proposed
4
4
4
4

Table 3. Heuristic evaluation results
According to experts, the proposed approach based on models overcomes the
traditional approach because while the proposed approach scores 4.75 out of 5 in
the overall scoring, the traditional approach only obtained 3.4 out of 5. Moreover,
the scores of the proposed approach are higher than 4 out of 5 in all evaluated
software attributes.
The standard deviation on the proposed approach also delivers scores on all
attributes are close to the average score which is above 4.6 out of 5 showing an
homogeneous consensus on the experts.
The proposed approach does not only overcomes the traditional approach in the
overall results; it also overcomes all evaluated software attributes.
The score is even more significant when evaluating the extensibility of the software product (it almost doubles the score of the traditional approach). Participants
also highlighted the quality of the code using the traditional approach is more difficult to extend than the code generated using the proposed approach avoiding the
great impact on code modifications.
Although the proposed approach obtains a higher score than the traditional
approach in terms of correctness; the average score in this subject for the traditional
approach is really good obtaining a difference less than 0.6 with a standard deviation
of 1.09 with respect to the proposed approach.
Comparing both approaches in terms of robustness, participants state that conditional structures in the code generated using the traditional approach are not as
well-structured as in the proposed approach.
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About the code reusability, they mention that the code generated using the
proposed approach organizes multimedia resources (i.e. media files, JavaScript and
Cascade Style Sheets) more efficiently than the code generated using a traditional
approach, because the proposed approach groups common resources to all activities
encouraging their reuse. Moreover, all participants highlight the code structure
generated using the proposed approach because it defines parametrized functions
encouraging their reuse too.
6 CONCLUSIONS
This article proposes the fill-in the gaps abstraction to model language learning
activities in the context of an MDA to develop language learning applications.
It shows, by means of a series of examples, how the fill-in the gaps abstraction is
used to represent different learning activities in different language learning methodologies. These examples show how the modelling process is simplified since activity
models can be easily reused to:
1. customize the interaction mechanism of the learning activity,
2. adapt the application look to users’ needs (i.e. colour-blind people),
3. model the same activity for different learning methodologies.
Traditional approaches force developers to build applications for different platforms (e.g. Web, iOS, Android, Windows, etc.) leading to different development
branches which are prone to errors, difficult to maintain and test (e.g., changes and
fixes on the application domain model should be addressed in all platforms).
Model-driven architectures decouples application functionality from technology
which enable developers to create Platform Independent Models (PIMs) and Platform Specific Models (PSMs) to derive application source code semi-automatically
using model transformations.
One of the main features of employing MDAs is the design time interoperability.
This feature captures different application concerns in independent models which
are integrated at the last stage of development (just before the generation of the
application source code).
This proposal defines 5 concerns regarding the development of activities for language learning methodologies (i.e. learning methodology contents, learning activity
workflows, learning media resources, learning activity interaction mechanisms, and
learning activity model). The main advantage behind this feature is the capability of modifying the model with minimum impact on the others. For example, the
representation of a concept (i.e. an image) can be changed by modifying only the
media resource model without affecting the other models (i.e. content, workflow,
interaction mechanism or activity model).
We performed a users’ evaluation to analyse the product quality of our proposal.
The product quality analyses the product correctness, robustness, extensibility, and
reusability. These results conclude that the code generated using the proposed
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approach overcomes the code generated using a traditional approach in the selected
metrics.
The future work for this project includes the development of graphic modelling
editor using the GMF framework to create, edit and verify learning methodology models generated with our metamodel. We are working on extensions to the
proposed metamodel that allow improving the validation of the models through
the definition of customized OCL expressions that are loaded dynamically (using
the Complete OCL plugin 19 ). These extensions are defined based on the subclassification of meta-classes, which allow introducing new features in a flexible and
robust way.
Moreover, we are addressing the process of model-to-model (M2M) and modelto-text (M2T) transformations required for source code automatic generation (i.e.
HTML and JavaScript) of language learning applications. To carry out these transformations, the ATLAS Transformation Language20 (ATL) and ACCELEO21 transformation languages are used respectively.
This transformation process requires 3 M2M transformations: (1) a M2M transformation to generate the Activity Model and Workflow Model instances that are
part of the PIM layer of the model architecture using a Content Model instance
that is part of the CIM layer; (2) another M2M transformation at PIM layer to
generate Presentation Model and Media Model instances from Activity Model and
Workflow Model instances; finally, (3) the last M2M transformation generates the
TagML [25] PSM layer model from Activity Model and Workflow Model PIM layer
instances.
In addition, the transformation process also involves 2 M2T transformations.
While the first one generates HTML source code from TagML [25] PSM model to
define the application UI structure; the second one generates JavaScript source code
from Workflow Model PIM layer instance to define the application UI behavior.
Thus, the whole process generates the Implementation Specific Model (ISM) of
a fully functional application.
Finally, we are also exploring the adaptation of this model architecture to generate a wide variety of interactive multimedia applications including gamification
features.
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